IN FINANCE OF THE CRISIS ROLE AND HIS MANIFESTATION TO BE
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Abstract: Finance crisis concept news not. Him initial surface came times to the 17th century go is worn From the 17th century to the present until times a lot in finance crises, crisis cases to the eye thrown away Crisis and about him briefly information this in the article statement i did In economics happened giving internal and external changes of course never who indifferent does not leave Because this effects country development enough for level important is considered Current at the time economic crises, especially to young people extremely big negative effect is showing. The unemployed main part young people organize is doing
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In our country near past in years of development new stages I'm going steps is being thrown. In economics in information technologies, sports, medicine, education in the system and again many in the fields significant to achievements is being achieved. Of course this in achievements our country of the leader contributions is incomparable. None It's no secret to anyone in the country is happening external and internal economic environment always one in moderation it won't be late In it is happening positive and negative changes in advance sense, economic tension in advance according to to know from man strong qualification and experience Demand is enough Country in development of the economy place is incomparable.

Money of the economy indispensable is part of His history long for years go is worn Money of goods common equivalent all of them goods his in front relative to value has of goods values in money expressed, own to grades have will be. Money appear to be different seekers by exchange development with depends the fact that it is said. Money economic content in knowing his main theories see exit to the goal is appropriate. In general when you get money metalist, nominalistic and quantitative theories differentiate can. Money come output and in circulation to be metal money with depends.

Money of the economy everyone fields for basis task performs, economic stability to be for of money one properly to be Demand will be done.

Money movement organize doer finance institutions him regularly to be service they do However finance incompetence in the system cases be lib costs because it is how much not perfect, anyway time past conditions change with him to it adapting can't make it. Financial mechanisms, good the work without
giving puts, as a result money in the flow interruptions it will be financial crisis surface will come.

Financial crisis this finance in the system to the body coming crisis status financially, connections from the trail output, finance own functions full do it without taking stay means.

Crail trail surface when it comes finance in the system tension status surface will come Finance crisis first of banks to the crisis face catch is considered In the bank crisis surface coming this banks of capital main part losing, as a result own duties complete to perform power not enough, even bankruptcy situation also occurs coming can.

Crisis status when observed banks to customers gave loans defined in term they can't get it. Of this due to banks of capital main from the part deprived will be. That's it because of of banks reputation down goes, customers demand cannot satisfy the bank's reputation down to the bank was trust decreased leaving observed. Bank deposit money from the bank own their money back to receive they start The bank has was money quantity sharp reduced leaving As a result, the supply of capital to the economy to give task for the bank struggling goes One series another finance institutions are also significant level from his money separate situation down they stay From himself visible as it is this negative situation finance institutions own effect spends and them partially or Entirely activities to stop take will come To all known finance crises new concept no, because it is far years during observed will come.

XVII century this of the situation initial views surface that he came let's see can in Holland happened gave This is "Tulip frenzy", of the crisis the beginning point be lib is considered People in the mouth voice was, lola onions by multiplying sell big income brings that's what he said reason was This to the voice believed people, money tulip onions relentlessly respectively to receive started Even price rising one tulip onion one a cow for the price equalized sold. Then price suddenly down gone tulip buy those who received from their money separated bankruptcy have been To history look throwing if we are, this such as events many remember we get can.

Crises how reasons surface from bringing strictly look their fundamental cause market to the system and again one series another to areas go is worn That is market system liberality of this as a result economy subjects in his actions chaos, incompetence and that's it such as many negative factors surface will come It is known this condition more and more finance crisis surface brings.

2 sides of the crisis mutually is different, that is positive and negative

Negative to the sides stopable crisis due to in finance big amount money loss observed, this condition finance the sector is in dire straits lowers, banks income down goes, big amount customer losses observed. Activity showing one series finance institutions activity shortens, in some of activity termination observed. The most basic condition of unemployment sharp increase is considered Crisis due to positive cases are also observed, from these the main thing financial system will be healthy. Free selection surface will come in finance crooks obvious manifestation will be.

**Summary**

Summary instead that's it to say maybe in finance crisis cases this in finance crisis surface that he came means. Of this due to economy subjects between of money interruption surface will come Of this main reason is indifference. Crisis due to work was need increases ie the unemployed the number significant level increases. Financial crisis quite a lot wide is a concept. He is in himself one how much areas embodies that is, spiritual, social, political impact on the sectors Complete one systematic crisis situation cause releases. Like this circumstances people knowledge more deeper to take over and
awake to be encourages.
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